






March 10, 1904

Professor W. R. Wars,

Milton, Mass.

My dear Mr. Wara:

I have delayed answering vour recent letters

partly because I have besn very busy, partly because I could perhaps

save time by taking them both together. I think I acknowledged

that of February 13 with the guotation from Clifford's article

in the Technology Review. With regard to that of February 13 I

wish first of all to thank vou formally, if I have not done so al=-

ready, as I certainly meant to do, for your generosity in sending

Architecture and ReIoJBaAs journals. We appreciate the gift and

shall make use of them. The photographs of ¥ranklin Stred which

you refer to I have picked out from the Boston portfolio amd I

think ¥ress has been looking up certain other things which you wish

to get, and with regard to which you wrote to him personally. Ie

thares ars any other Boston photographs belonging to you which you

would like to have sent let ms know what they are. I find a number

of photographs among them of certain works of yourself, =~ the

Episcopal Seminary, the Pirst Church in Boston and I think one or

two other churches in Cambridge as well as one or two views of

Memorial Hall == which we should very much like to keep unless you

also wish them all. I do not know whether they are among your

public or private photographs, or a part of those which the depart

ment purchased of you years ago.

With reference to the Cairo windows of which

Vou wrote in a later letter, not just now at hand, I beg to say
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that I have looked over the seven frames and find that four are in

practically perfect condition. These I will send to yoy, if you

will indicate in what order they should be packed and shipped.

The other thrae are more or less fractured. One is a complete

wreck and worthless; the other two are pretty badly damaged, but

there is enough of the design still intact to meke them of value

as examples of the technique of those Arabian windows. - I think

these two will serve us very well, thersfors, for illustrative

purposes, if you cars to leave them with us, while the four complete

windows will be semt on to you as soon as vou desire.

You speak of the Jargulowsky bem faction as a resource

out of whieh to pay for the Salviati mosaic pansl. I have an ine

distinct recollection of a Jarnulowsky gift years ago, but supposed

it had besn spent for books. It does not appear, so far as Kress

can discover, on our department accounts and I do not know whether

the money is or how it is to be got hold of i¢ it has not been thus

spent. I should be glad of any information with regard to it, as

I should be only too happy to secure the panel and have you reime-

bursed for it, without burdening our scanty and heavily taxed

equipment fund for ths purpose.

Frohne's letter which you enclosed I read with a good

deal of interest and some surprise. Delano was not here yesterday,

and Aldrich came in his place. I laid the representations in that

letter before him, discussed the matter with him, and asked him

‘to talk it over with Delano. It would seem that the programme and
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system which I supposed had been clearly laid down and was fully

understood by Delano and made clearly known to the studsants, was

net understood by him and had not bhaen axplained to the class.

I am much disconcerted at this failure to carry out essasntial fea-

tures of which I thought was a very promising experiment. I went

over the whole matter with the class yesterday, promised them detail-

ed criticisms upon the last problem and the next one, explained to

them that there had been a misunderstanding about the details of the

administration of the scheme and had a very interesting and frank

talk with two of the men afterwards. I think the infelicities

to which reference was made in Prohne's letter are all due to

these misunderstandings and not to the svstem as I conceived it;

indeed, as I explained it, it seemed to be received with favor by

the men, and I believe in this shape it provides a solution for two

things «- ths incubus of bask work to be made up, and the insistence

upon graduation in four y:ars in the popular minde Some time I

may have the opportunity to explain to vou how this is effected and

how ‘we! plan to avoid the exaggeration of ths competitive notion.

Meanwhile I must say that the fourth class has turned out a larger

amount anda more serious quality of work, and has worked more

steadily and conscientiously than any class we have had for some

years. This, I believe, is all I have to say at the present

moment « I may write you again soon with regard to some other mat-

ters including the fellowship competition of which the preliminary

circular is being sent you todav.
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June 21, 1904

Professor William R. Ware,

Milton, Hass.

My dear Mr. Ware:

You have perhaps been wondering at my long

silence in view of all that has been going on -~the competition

for the Fellowships, Commencement, etc. The truth is that my

time has been filled so full with the details of administration,

examinations, reports on competition, Commencement, etc., that I

have had no time until now in which I could write and I must even

now content myself with a somewhat summary report. The competition

passed off successfully with fifteen competitors of whom seven

were in Paris, seven in the United States and one traveling in

Europe. The programme I think I sent you and the results were

very interesting. The jury awarded the Fellowship to Van Wagenen

of '99 whose work was exceddingly creditable although the jury

seemed to think that the performance as a whole was not as good as

it ought to have been. From other sources, however, I hear that

the terms of the competition gave great satisfaction and that the

variety of the tests it required, both sketch design and rendersd

work, was an admirable feature ard much enjoyed. The exhibition

of these degigns, which more than filled our corrider, was much

appreciated by those who saw it.

You have already, I believe, had some

correspondence with Sherman about the transfer of the mathematics

to the Department of Mathematics. I can eas ily understand how
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you feel about it and how it seems to you like repudiation of

your ideas, but the fact simply is that we must carry on the work

in such a manner as to meet the demands made upon us rather than

in a way which, from an abstract point of view, would seem the mos:

desirable. I find that the sentiment of the graduates of the

profession, of the faculties here, and of our own staff is prac-

tically unanimous and in favor of the change. I withstood it

in discussion in the staff ag long as I felt justified in doing so

because I have so strong an admiration for Sherman's efficiency

as a tutor of mathematics, but I had to confess myself in the end

convirced, even though against my will, that Sherman was right

and that the path of wisdom lay in that direction. I think the

separation of our instruction in mathematics for the past ten

years or more has been a good thing because it has so trongly

emphasized what so needed emphasis =the separatenessof our archi-

tectural training from that of the schools of science; but now

that this separation has been formally achieved and we are 500Ny

as we believe, to take our place in a school of art, this separae

tion of the mathematics is no longer needed as a sign and seems

und esirable from the point of view of expediency and efficiency.

We have thrashed the thing out in great detail, viewing it in all
its aspects, and much as we regret to reach a ORL what

you would have approved, we have found the path of our duty to lie

that way.

The Fine Arts announcement for this coming year I

suppose vou have loons are this received What do +a Sa + eT
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in the following year it is not vouchsafed to us to know, Qur

staff, at the request of the President, made in April a long and

detailed report to the Trustees in answer to the letters which

they had invited from a dozen practicing architects in town. In

this we recommsnded certain somewhat thoroughgoing changes of detall

in the methods of the School made necessary in our judgment by

new conditions, or at least newly discovered conditions, and cir

cumstances. Among these changes were included, besides the trans-
fer atheraticn s the following others: the dropping of the

German in the second year substituting for it exercises in research

based on French and German text books; the final abolition of the

division of the curriculum into years and the emphasis upon the

quality and amount of work without regard to time; the registration

of the work in design points to be awarded by juries in the "inter.

mediate" and "advanced" design - that is, each correspond to owr

present third and fourth year work; a permission to the student to

choose his own studio and manner for working out this advanced

design, the School maintaining, of course, its own draughting room

and instructor, preparing the programmes and awarding by its own

Juries the pointes on these designs. It is hoped that by this

means it will be possible to capture for the School a large part

of the young men who now resort to the Beaux-Arts competitions wm

a rapidly increasing number which will be lost to the School unless

we do something to draw them in. Allowing them thus to register

their work done in conformity with ths requirements of the School,
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they will be permitted to make up their lecture subjects and

mathematics at their convénience, getting the degree whenever

these requirements are mets All this, of course, 1s somewhat

radical and experimental but I do not sse that it changes one

particle the policy of the School with regard to the design while

it does make available resources for instruction otherwise closed

and puts the School in a position of command over all these outgide

ateliers instead of standing,as it now does, in a sort of qualified

rivalry,if not hostility, to theu.

I believe “hat something is going to happan very scon

with regard te the organization of a Fine Arts Faculty but I am

not at liberty to give more than this hint, nor is this to be taken

as meaning anything more than a possibility. So soon, however,

a8 this shall take place I believe there will ba a steady and I

hope a speedy growth in resources and repugation for the Schoel of

Architecture as well as for the Fine Arts activities of the whole

University.
The School graduated ten men on Wednesday (June 8)

and four more will get their degrees by September. The School

registration reached this year the high water mark of ninety-six

names which it touched in '96-'97. This, I think, is very

gratifying.

This is a hurried and summary letter; I wish I had

time to develop and comment upon these things but I must leave

that to another day. I am not yet sure where I shall be this

Surmer nut proba bly on Buzzard's Bay. You will hear from me again

before very long. Please believe me, with salutations to vour





November 19, 1204

Professor W., R., Ware,

Milton,
Hass.

iy dear Mr. Vare:-

You will perhaps think that I have forgoiten

you or at least been very recreant to my duly in keeping you in-

formed of what is going on here, but I cannot plead guilty to the

charge for ihe simple reason that since I returned iI have been 30

over crowded with work demanding my atisention that sverything that

could on any plea whatever be put off has been put off, sometimes

again and again, Moreover I have not carsd to undertake a letter

on the affairs of the 5cheol until I really knew just where we

gtoad and that could net be determined until the Trustees had held

their November meeting. That, as you have doubtless learned fron

the papers and from other sources, tock place on the 7th of Novem-

ber and since then preity much of my time hes been take up with

attending to the details of the new situation which this action has

created,

I hope you have not been alarmed by the reports circulated

in the papers to the effect that we are adopting the French aifter

system as though we were swallowing the whole French method from

beginning to end; for this is not true. We are simply about to

cerry out the plan which I outlined to you last summer; the plan-

nine and direction of all the work in design remaining absolutely
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in our hands at the School and the judgments being made by constant-

ly changing jurors so that there is no poszibility of establishing

jury-traditions such as have 80 often been criticized in the French

system, How far, if at all the aétors 30 called ( I wish we had

an English word that exactly expressed the same thing) will be able

to develop a system of supervision and help by anciens cone cannot

say; it all depends uvpon the question of how far we shall be able

to carry our campaign for postgraduate students,

With regard to the entrance regulrements youhave perhaps

glready learned that we purpose to cut the Cordian knot at which

we have for some years been working in ovr futlle attempts to untie,

The Trustees have simply made ur thelr minds to ask for superior

preparation and take the consequences. The equivalent of the two

years of college training or of scientiflc school study is to be

exacted of every candldate for our degrees, In addition to this

we are to require the elements of projections and of the orders

and a little mors drawing than we have ¢slled for in the past, As

you have repeatedly said, the correspondence sghools offer one

means for supplying this additional preperation in drawing and the

orders; in addition we relieve that it will be possible to secure

the necessary training in town either at the various atliers or

by private instruction during the swumer vacation so thst we hope

the quality of the regular students will be greatly raised without

greatly reducing the number,

Another new step which we are going to experiment with is

that of offering a certificate in Architecturs which shall cover

the license: requirements of New Jersey and Illincis, to students
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who can enter with somewhat less than the present requirements for

admission in mathematics, sclence, langusge, etc., but who neverthe-

lees are men of premise and ability; such students to pursue =

course less exacting on the mathematical side than thst for the

degree, the architectural engineering of this course te be such &amp;s

you have been pleading for them for az long time - qualitative and

graphical rather than quantitative and algebraic, I think we can

work up such az course in time te meet the demand, Such students

will Pe required tc do more drawing end design in exchange for the

reduced requirements in mathematies, One very excellent and

novel provision which the Trustees have authorized is that which

permits the transfer of a special or certificate student into the

regular ranks of candidates for the degree, without making up

entrance deficiencies, upon ithe manifestation of very special and

superior ability in the work of the regular course, That is to

say, the reward of such candidacy is held up ss the strongest possi-

tle stimulus to encourage men of superior artistic end architectural

abillty who have lacked the best opportunities in their earlier

training. This I think will tend to raise the standard of per-

formance and will epen the door cof cpvortunity to certain very

excellent men tc whom it has hitherto been closed.

You may have heard also that it 1s proposed to establish

two aiStora near the offices respectively of Messrs, Hastings and
MoKim. These atiiers will be maintained by the Schocl and have ad

directors the _ I have mentioned, who will probably sppoint de-
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puties to perform the daily supervision whieh in Paris largely

falls to the ansiens, the directors visiting ithe studio two or

three times a week, The names of these two directors are not yet

publiely announced but it is officially known within the University

that both these men have accepted and have shown the warmest in-

terest in the work, It is clearly understood that they are not

to direct the policy of the University in the design but merely to

carry out the instiruction prescribed by the School itself, The

enclistuent of the warm interest and co-operation of these two men

whe possess great infivence both in and out of the profession either

te make cr mar the fortunes of the School seems to me a very de-

sirable thing,

The registration this year has been rather below the

average, I think there has been a feeling in the community as to

the uncertainty as tc what the Trustieas intended to do with the

Seheel and I Know of at least one case where this feeling has sent

a student elsewhere, bul the announcement of these new measures has

raised very wide spread interest and not a little enthusiasm and I

nope that il may result in a large increase next year,

You have learned, of course, that Sherman has been

made professor of Graphics and that I have been finally and formal-

ly promoted to a professorship of architectural history and appoint-

ed executive head of the School,

The {ine arts situation of the work is also coming

into form which means definite organization and public announce-

ments in the near future. The first meeting of the large committee

appointed by the University Council took place on Wednesday; it
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was a very pleassnt and enthusiastic meeting. Every representa-

tive of the fine arts interest of the University was present except

MeWhood who had to be at Poughkeepsie. A sub committee was ap-

pointed, of which I am chairman, to frame the organization of the

new faculty and school and we held our first meeting Friday after-

noon. We hone to be able to make definite announcements and issue

bulletins In the spring against the coming year so you see things

are moving,

I hear from various sources that all these doings are

attracting wide attention end that it is not at sll) unlikely that

generous friends will in the not distant future gome to the support

of these movement In a very practieal way but I believe there is

nothing specific or definite as tc persons or smounts in these rae

peris. Here within the school things are moving very agreeably

and so far as I can see efficiently and prespavously. Some of

the Paris men are beginning to return; Menzmer was here yesterday,

MeClelland has just arrived on this side; Ware arrived some two

or three months ago bvi em the other hand there has been a large

increase in the Columbia coleny at Paris. You have heard of the tragec

death of Bruce Palliser and Harold Percy . Percy died in Paris

a few wesgks ago ond Palliser some weeks earlior after a year of

paralysis undoubtedly caused by overwork. Bottomly is in 8¢t.

Luke's Hospital with a broken leg but we hope he will return in a

week or two,

The weather is beautiful and these fall days must be de-

lightful in Milton. I ean imagine the long walks you are taking

over the dried leaves in the woods and over the hills,
Please give my warm regards to your sister and believe me

as ever,
Faithfully yours,






















